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Managing Partner’s Foreword 

   

 

  

     

Our lawyers of Stašaitis & Partners law office are 

proud to present the new “Doing Business in Lithuania” 

guidebook. We believe this guidebook will be a useful 

tool for those who are planning to enter the market of 

Lithuania. For a variety of reasons Lithuania is an 

attractive country for investment. Therefore, in order to 

attract new investments, we present this guidebook as a 

starting point for the beginners to provide basic aspects 

of Lithuania’s culture and business environment. 

 
Stašaitis & Partners Law office provides various 

law services for the Clients from Lithuania and foreign 

countries. In our practice we constantly try to understand 

and satisfy every need of our Clients and professionally 

solve their problems in the best and most acceptable 

way. Constant collaboration with the Clients helps us properly carry out our professional duties and 

achieve maximum result together. Our lawyers’ team is ready to offer professional services essential 

for your business to succeed.  

 

I hope this guide will be useful and valuable for everyone interested. If you have any further 

questions, please do not hesitate to contact me or any of my fellow lawyers. 

 
     Kind regards, 

Žilvinas Stašaitis 
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1. AN OVERVIEW 

1.1. About 

Lithuania is a relatively small country, but you will be surprised at how much there is 

to see and visit. It is a modern, dynamic and open country. Lithuanian economy and industry 

is very entrepreneurial and highly motivated to develop. Lithuania has an excellent 

infrastructure. Lithuanian public and private investment has developed a dynamic nationwide 

network of roads, railroads, harbors and airports. Lithuania offers a high quality of living to 

visitors.  

Lithuanians are well known for their diligence and are praised by foreign business 

people for their high qualifications and strong motivation. Our workforce is highly skilled, 

multilingual and motivated, ready to make your business flourish. Lithuania successfully 

applies this wisdom and pays special attention to the quality of its citizens’ education and 

studies.  The extremely high level of education of Lithuanian people today enables the 

country to produce greater added value and is ensuring rapid development of the national 

economy. 

1.2. Geography and Climate 

The Republic of Lithuania is a country in northern Europe, one of the three Baltic 

States. It is situated along the southeastern shore of the Baltic Sea, to the east 

of Sweden and Denmark. It borders Latvia to the north, Belarus to the east and 

south, Poland to the south, and Kaliningrad Oblast (a Russian exclave) to the southwest. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baltic_states
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baltic_states
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baltic_Sea
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sweden
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Denmark
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latvia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Belarus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poland
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kaliningrad_Oblast
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enclave_and_exclave
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Lithuania spans a total area of 25,174 square miles. The population of the country as 

estimated in 2013 is 3 000 000. There are over 2,800 lakes larger than 0.5 hectares in size, 

and 18 rivers longer than 62 miles in Lithuania. Forests and bushes cover 30 percent of area. 

The seaside shore is 55 miles long.  

The climate in Lithuania is oceanic/continental. Average temperature in July is +17°C, 

in January – -4.9°C. However, temperatures can soar up to +30C in summer, and drop down 

to -32C in winter. 

Local time: GMT + 2 hours. International telephone code:  +370. 

1.3. Main cities 

Vilnius, the capital of Lithuania, is the largest city with population of over half a million. 

Vilnius grew as a centre of tolerance where people of various nationalities, including Poles, 

Belarusians, Russians, Germans, Jews and others, settled and lived in harmony. Vilnius 

became the biggest centre of culture and education in the region. Now, the city is considered 

to be the economic centre of the country and is one of the largest financial centers for the 

Baltic States. 

Second biggest city in Lithuania is Kaunas, leading centre of business and industry 

as well as academic and cultural life. Kaunas is situated on the confluence of the Nemunas 

and the Neris. From 1920 to 1940, Kaunas was the provisional capital of Lithuania. Kaunas 

takes pride in many valuable cultural and architectural objects. Kaunas is a city of students 

and sportsmen, with five higher education schools and the famous ‘Žalgiris’ basketball team.  
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Klaipėda is Lithuanian ice-free sea port, it is the most important and biggest 

Lithuanian transport hub, connecting sea, land and railway routes from East to West. That’s 

why Klaipėda has been a hub of trade since long ago, frequented by merchants from 

northern and southern countries from across the Baltic Sea as early as in the 13th century.  

1.4. Language 

Official language is 

Lithuanian, which is the 

member of Baltic language 

group. It is the most archaic 

language from all the Indo-

European languages. 

1.5. Religion 

The predominant 

religion in Lithuania is 

Christianity, with the largest 

confession being Roman 

Catholicism. Lithuania was the last pagan country in Europe, with the Roman Catholic 

Church becoming widely accepted only in the late 14th century. However, Lithuania is a 

unique crossroad of the East and the West, so here you can see centuries-old heritage of 

many different faiths. 

1.6. Currency 

EU Council formally approved the accession of Lithuania to the euro area on 1 

January 2015 and determined the euro conversion rate of the Lithuanian litas at 3.45280 to 

1. Lithuania is proud to that it has reached a required degree of covergence by implementing 

sound economic, fiscal and financial policies and met all convergence criteria established in 

the Treaty.  

1.7. Political system 

Lithuania is an independent democratic republic with a multi-party parliament. Our 

state's legislative power is vested in the Seimas (as we call our Parliament), the executive - 

in the Government. Lithuania’s foreign policy is carried out by the President and the 

Government. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christianity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catholic_Church
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catholic_Church
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithuania
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pagan
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The President’s term of office in our country is 5 years. The President is elected by all 

citizens of Lithuania who are over 18 years of age. Seimas is the supreme legislative body. It 

is a unicameral parliament with 141 members who are elected in direct and secret elections 

for a 4 year term. The Government is composed of Prime Minister, acting as its head, and a 

cabinet of 14 ministers – the country’s executive body. 

1.8. International Partnership 

Lithuania is a springboard to the EU markets of Western Europe and Scandinavian 

countries, while the Eastern markets of Russia and the Commonwealth of Independent 

States (CIS) are just to the other side. Lithuania is a part of the Baltic Sea Region (BSR), and 

has always been an active business partner with its neighbors in the region like Germany 

and the Scandinavian countries, as well as Poland, Latvia and Estonia. The BSR accounts 

for almost 70% of Lithuania’s foreign trade and about 70% of foreign direct investment as 

well. 

Given the need for speed in today’s global marketplace, Lithuania has become 

northern Europe’s pre-eminent service hub. You can set up a company here in just three 

days. Our stable political and macroeconomic environment is safeguarded by our 

membership of the EU, NATO, WTO and Shengen Area. Lithuania has been among the 

http://www.prezidentas.lt/en/pirmas_174.html
http://www3.lrs.lt/pls/inter/w2008_home.home?p_kalb_id=2
http://www.lrv.lt/en
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fastest growing economies in the European Union and is ranked 17th in the world in 

the Ease of Doing Business Index.  

2. DOING BUSINESS 

2.1. Workforce 

When it comes to the labor market, Lithuania has to offer a unique combination of 

highly qualified human resources and relatively low wages. With 34% of the population 

having completed higher education, Lithuania has one of the best educated workforces 

throughout the European Union. The labor market is being supplied by more than 40,000 

multi-lingual graduates each year. Another 200,000 are in the pipeline as these students are 

currently studying at 22 universities and 24 colleges in the country. Lithuania is among the 

top 5 EU member states with the best multilingual skills:  90% of Lithuanians speak at least 

one foreign language, every second person speaks two foreign languages, and every third 

speaks English.  

Labor costs in Lithuania are more than twice lower than those in other EU countries 

and the US. The minimum monthly wage in Lithuania is currently 232 EUR, and the minimum 

hourly wage is 1.4 EUR. Lithuania has one of the best positions in terms of Europe countries 

with lowest wages as well as commodity prices. 

2.2. Business Friendly 

IBM, CSC, Barclays bank, Western union, CSC and many other foreign information 

technologies and communications companies have chosen Lithuania for outsource. 

Lithuania is ranked 41st by competitiveness among 144 countries of the world. It has 

gone up seven positions against 2013, the World Economic Forum reports. According to the 

Basic Requirements subindex, Lithuania has advanced from the 43rd to the 37th spot in 

terms of the country’s institutional environment, infrastructure, macroeconomics, health and 

primary education.  

Business confidence among foreign-owned companies in Lithuania has been 

growing, shows Investors' Confidence Index published by the Investors' Forum. The absolute 

value of the index has increased in the third quarter of 2014 (against preceding quarter) from 

1,101 to 1,167 points (maximum is 2). This has been largely driven by positive expectations 

for growth in export volumes, new jobs and capital investment projections. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ease_of_Doing_Business_Index
http://www.aikos.smm.lt/aikos/institutions.htm#Universities
http://www.aikos.smm.lt/aikos/institutions.htm#Colleges
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2.3. Taxes 

Lithuania has an attractive tax system, characterized by low and flat taxes. With one 

of the five lowest corporate tax rates in the EU, Lithuania’s business-friendly fiscal policy 

includes a range of deductible expenses: 

Tax incentives in seven Special Economic Zones: 

 0% corporate tax for the first 6 years*; 

 50% discount on corporate tax over the next 10 years; 

 0% tax on dividends; 

 0% tax on real estate. 

* Investment should be above 1 million euro. For a small company tax is 15%. 

Corporate profit tax incentives for R&D: 

 Expenses incurred by companies carrying out Research and Development (R&D) 

projects can be deducted from taxable income three times; 

 Long-term assets used in the R&D activities can be depreciated within two years. 

http://www.investlithuania.com/en/doing-business/taxes
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Corporate profit tax incentives for investments into new technologies: 

 Companies carrying out investments into new technologies can reduce their taxable 

profits by up to 50%. Investment expenses exceeding this sum can be postponed to 

later, consecutive tax periods (up to five years). 

 

Withholding taxes paid abroad and not exceeding the tax payable in Lithuania on 

foreign income may be credited. Moreover, relieves may be applied according to applicable 

international treaties. Enterprises without a residence in Lithuania (nonresidents) are subject 

only to a few taxes and only in regard to certain income sourced in Lithuania.  

The standard profit tax rate applied to legal entities is 15%. 

 

3. THE LEGAL SYSTEM 

3.1. Basics 

The Lithuanian legal system is principally based on the legal tradition of continental 

Europe. Since restoration of Lithuania’s independence in 1990 the legal system has been 

vastly reformed to meet the demands of the modern open economy.  
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In the Lithuanian legal system, the principal body of law is statutory. Substantive 

branches of the Law are codified in codes (e.g. Civil law Code, Criminal law Code, Labor law 

code, etc.). The legal and regulatory system includes: 

 the Constitution of the Republic of Lithuania;  

 constitutional laws;  

 laws; 

 resolutions of the Seimas (the Parliament) and Government;  

 decrees of the President;  

 acts of other governmental institutions and local municipal authorities.  

3.2. EU law 

After Lithuania joined European Union (2004) it has to adopt certain European Union-

wide measures. These are set in the EU treaties (which are applicable directly), EU 

directives (which must be incorporated into Lithuanian laws to become fully applicable) and 

EU regulations (applicable directly). If the EU measures conflict with Lithuanian laws typically 

the EU measures apply. 

3.3. The Court System 

The core of Lithuanian court system consists of courts of general jurisdiction, dealing 

with civil and criminal matters. There are three instances system of common courts. 49 

district courts are the first instance for minor cases. The district court decisions may be 

appealed to five county courts which also serve as the courts of first instance for major 

cases. These major cases may then be appealed to the single Appellate Court. And finally 

there is the Supreme Court which is the third (cassation) instance for all cases. 

In addition, in 1999 a system of specialized administrative courts was established to 

hear administrative cases. It consists of the Supreme Administrative Court and district 

administrative courts. The second court system is that of Administrative courts which solve 

disputes against administrative (usually governmental/municipal) institutions. There are two 

instances: regional administrative courts and the Highest Administrative court the later 

hosting appeals. 

The Constitution is safeguarded by Constitutional court. Whenever some court or 

other major institution thinks a law might be in breach of Constitution it applies to the 

Constitutional Court for an answer.  

http://www3.lrs.lt/pls/inter/w3_misc.kodeksai
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Traditionally, Lithuanian law did not recognize the doctrine of precedent. 

Nevertheless, its elements have been gradually introduced due to the need to ensure 

consistency in the interpretation of law. Currently, the court hearing a case is obliged to take 

into consideration published decisions of the Supreme Court and the Supreme Administrative 

Court.  

The Constitutional Court of the Republic of Lithuania is not a part of the court system, 

but is a separate independent judicial body with the authority to determine whether the laws 

and other legal acts adopted by the Seimas are in conformity with the Constitution, and 

whether the legal acts adopted by the President and the Government conform to the 

Constitution or laws.  

3.4. Arbitration 

Arbitration is not a novelty way to resolve disputes, however in recent years it has 

been gaining momentum in Lithuania. The main reason for this phenomenon is that more 

and more international companies are entering Lithuanian market and, as a consequence, 

having more economic relations with Lithuanian companies. Arbitration is often used for the 
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resolution of commercial disputes, particularly one of the parties of the dispute is a foreign 

entity. 

The Republic of Lithuania is a party to the 1958 New York Convention on the 

Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards ("the 1958 New York Convention"). 

During ratification of the 1958 New York Convention (on 17 January 1995), the Seimas 

(Parliament) of the Republic of Lithuania declared, pursuant to Paragraph 3 of Article 1 of the 

Convention that, with respect to the recognition and enforcement of awards made in the 

territories of Non-Contracting States, such awards will be recognized and enforced only on 

the basis of reciprocity. 

4. FOREIGN INVESTMENT 

4.1. Regulation 

Foreign investments in Lithuania are regulated and protected by national legislation 

as well as numerous international agreements on promotion and protection of investments. 

Currently, there are about 35 bilateral agreements in place with most of the EU member 

states, the USA, and many Central and Eastern European countries. Such agreements 

prevail over the provisions of the Lithuanian national laws and usually provide for more 

favorable treatment of reciprocal investments.  

The Law on Investments establishes the following fundamental principles of treatment 

of foreign investments in Lithuania:  

 equal protection – rights and lawful interests of Lithuanian and foreign investors are 

equally protected by the laws of Lithuania;  

 equal treatment – foreign investors enjoy the same rights and obligations  relating to 

commercial activities as Lithuanian domestic investors, including the State and 

municipalities, and the economic conditions are the same for all investors;  

 free access to all sectors of economy – foreign investors have free access to all 

sectors of the economy, except for the activities of the State security and defense. 

 

When a license or permit is required for a certain type of activity, licensing requirements 

apply equally to entities owned by foreign and domestic investors. Activities which require 

prior permission or license are mostly related to the increased danger to the human life, 

health, environment, and also include activities in certain regulated sectors (such as 

pharmacy, energy etc.).  
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4.2. Forms of Investment 

The Law on Investments provides for the following forms of investment:  

 establishment of an enterprise or acquisition of shares (or other participation 

rights) in an operating enterprise registered in Lithuania;  

 acquisition of securities of any type;  

 creation, acquisition or increase of the value of fixed assets;  

 lending of funds or other valuables to the enterprise in which the investor owns 

a stake allowing to control or considerably influence it;  

 conclusion of concession or leasing agreements.  

Foreign entities may also establish branches or representative offices. Notably, 

foreign entities performing economic activities in Lithuania in certain cases are required to 

register permanent establishment in Lithuania for tax purposes. 

4.3. IT 

One of the major reasons Lithuania attracts new startups is its internet infrastructure. 

According to the Global Competitiveness Report, Lithuania ranks first in Europe for internet 

upload speed and third for download speed, and ranks fourth in the world in terms of the 

development of information technologies. It is also third in the European Union for mobile 

communications penetration rates. The most innovative communication technologies, such 

as LTE and WiMAX 4G are in full scale operation and cover the entire country.  

From the human capital perspective, Lithuania’s population is regarded as the most 

IT-advanced in the European Union. 96.7% of Lithuanian residents aged 16-24 have 

acquired IT skills at official educational institutions. The Lithuanian society is well prepared 

for the introduction of new technologies and innovations, and for new business ideas. 
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4.4. Focus areas 

During recent years, Lithuania has established a reputation as the banking service 

hotspot in the Nordic region for support functions. Over the last couple of years Lithuania 

has been attracting an increasing interest from the banking industry: a number of major 

banks have established different business support functions in Vilnius, from payment 

processing to IT operations. At the moment, banking industry is broadly expanding, in such a 

way opening a vast of opportunities for new banks establishments and great possibilities to 

invest in financial and taxation fields.  

 

Lithuania has the largest Information and Communication Technologies industry in 

the Baltic States with an outstanding potential both for local as well as foreign expanding 

businesses. IT services has been among the fastest growing industries in Lithuania during 

the past few years. While the number of persons employed in IT services was 12,000 in 

2012, it has doubled to 24,500 in 2014. Such substantial increase was mainly the result of 

growing foreign investments in Lithuanian IT sector.  

 

Reforms are currently being implemented in 

Lithuanian Energy sector in order to reduce 

dependence on the single external supplier 

Russia, achieve energy independence, and 

establish alternative energy supply options. 

One of such energy sources is oil business, 

which is controlled by the main key player – 

Russia and the only oil company in Lithuania – 

„Mažeikių nafta“. Based on current situation, 

while Lithuania is gaining it‘s gas 

independence from Russia, investment in oil 

business is one of the most promising and up-

rising business branches, which probably won‘t stay free for a long period of time. 

Lithuania is also considered as a promising place to invest in Finance and Accounting, 

Human Resources, Mechanical Engineering and Electronics, Software Development, 

IT outsourcing, Data Centers and Game Development, Biosimilars, Industrial Biotech, 

Medical Devices and Lasers. However, we are glad to attain all kinds of investment in all 

the sectors in Lithuania. 
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